> Customer Case Study

Proactive Communications
adopts Uplogix for persistent
connectivity to critical
communications infrastructure

“With Uplogix, our customers can restore network connectivity
within minutes, without dispatching a technician to the location.
It also gives our customers unprecedented visibility into the
status of their network nodes.”
Larry Hall
Chief Operations Officer
Proactive Communications

CUSTOMER PROFILE
Proactive Communications, Inc. (PCI)
was founded in 2000 with a mission to
provide reliable and secure enterpriseclass communication capabilities to
government agencies, military, and
corporate entities around the world. Their
headquarters in Central Texas, near Fort
Hood, reflects the company’s roots in
military culture and service.
A certified veterans-owned business,
three fourths of PCI’s employees,
including senior management, are former
military leaders with many years of
operational and combat experience. It is
this unique heritage that has enabled PCI
to become a proven and trusted resource
for satellite communications in the most
demanding situations and harshest
environments.
www.proactivecommo.com

Uplogix Benefits for Proactive:
XX

Knowing the status of all devices connected to the Uplogix Local Manager
(LM) by monitoring more frequently and with more detail without SNMP
polling over the network

XX

Securely connecting over a variety of out-of-band methods to ensure a
management connection to network infrastructure anywhere in the world

XX

Making changes and upgrades to remote infrastructure with the confidence
of automated rollback to a previous state if there are issues

Unified Communications for Hostile Environments
Proactive Communications, Inc. (PCI) of Killeen, Texas provides reliable and secure
enterprise-class satellite communications to government agencies, military and
corporations in demanding situations, including war zones such as Afghanistan and
Iraq, natural disaster areas and remote geographic locations.
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Increasing Uptime and Decreasing Support Visits
PCI’s satellite-based communications (full voice, video,
data and collaboration capabilities) link over 60 remote
combat outposts across Afghanistan. These stations may
be supplied only once or twice a week by helicopter.
Locations with any problems in the network infrastructure
requiring a support engineer could face downtime of
several days to almost a week. Plus that downtime can
double if the engineer arrives to discover they need a
replacement part that they aren’t carrying.
With Uplogix 430 Local Managers (LMs) deployed in the
shock-mounted industrial cases along with various unified communications devices,

Uplogix helps ensure

satellite modems, power and radio gear, PCI engineers in Killeen can troubleshoot prob-

greater uptime for critical

lems over an Iridium RUDICS connection spun up automatically by the Uplogix LM.
Common tasks done through the secure out-of-band link include configuration changes,
frequency changes on iDirect satellite modems, and basic jobs like IP address changes
when configuring for a different satellite hub. This ability helps ensure greater uptime
for critical communications, but also decreases the significant cost and risk of sending a
communications engineer into combat areas.

communications, but also
decreases the cost and risk
of sending a communications
engineer into combat areas.

Deploying Remote Network Infrastructure with Confidence
Uplogix’ patented solution is designed to address key requirements to support remote
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network infrastructure:

Our co-located management platform automates

XX

XX

Uplogix provides

the industry’s first local management solution.

Secure and persistent access to remote devices | When the network is up
and running, admins access devices through Uplogix LMs over the network.
If that connection is broken, the appliances “dial-out,” providing a two-way,
secure management link independent of the primary network.

routine administration, maintenance and recovery

Automated device control and recovery | Uplogix LMs monitor devices 24x7
over the console port and take recovery steps when issues are detected.

intensive. Uplogix puts the power of your most

Mission Success with Proactive and Uplogix
Proactive Communications delivers its services with an “anytime and anyplace” approach to meeting their customers’ critical communications needs. Uplogix is part of
that solution, ensuring that no matter where on Earth PCI deploys, they’ll have access
to their gear for increased uptime while limiting the costs and risks of field support.

tasks—securely and regardless of network
availability. In comparison, traditional network
and systems management depends on the
network, uses multiple tools, and remains labor
trusted IT administrator everywhere, all the time.
Uplogix is privately held and headquartered in
Austin, Texas with international offices in London
and Monterrey. For more information, please visit
www.uplogix.com.
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